With FarmBookpro, documenting and
analysing your production results is as
simple as never before:
Mobile recording of all relevant production data
Always have FarmBookpro at hand, wherever you are:
on your smartphone with the iOS or Android
operating systems.
Compatible with any equipment
Whether you have installed an advanced control system or
a simpler computer, recording and viewing your production
data becomes incredibly easy with FarmBookpro.
And it makes no difference where you purchased your
equipment.

Appsolutely packed
with functions – for free.
By the way: the FarmBookpro app is free of charge and will
remain so. Download the app from your app store and use all functions
without any restrictions or fees.
Using the optional FarmBookpro web client is even more comfortable than
working with only the app. The website interacts with the app and provides
detailed reports and graphs of all data you have recorded with the
FarmBookpro app.

The first app for
every poultry farmer.

Online and offline use possible
All data you record are transferred to the FarmBookpro
website, either in real time or whenever your smartphone
can connect with a network.
Integration of multiple houses and locations
Manage as many locations and houses as you want with
FarmBookpro.

Your direct link to
FarmBookpro
in the app store.

As many active users as you need
Add your staff to FarmBookpro simply by entering an
e-mail address. Users can record data independently and
simultaneously, and all their inputs are traceable.
Good overview due to graphs
Complicated tables help no one. The FarmBookpro website
has a better solution and shows your data as graphs.
This helps you compare your current values with breeder
recommendations or previous batches.

Free app!

With picture and notes function
Record and archive feed deliveries simply by taking a photo
of the delivery note. Use digital notes to describe technical
issues and to document abnormalities in the flock so you
can immediately forward them to your staff.
PDF overview at the push of a button
Based on the data you and your staff record, FarmBookpro
automatically creates batch reports and generates a PDF
overview you can print out or email.

www.farmbookpro.com

www.farmbookpro.com

The first app for every poultry farmer.
FarmBookpro turns your smartphone into a digital
notebook for your farm. Say goodbye to paper chaos!
FarmBookpro is available any time and easy to set up.
Concentrate on what is most important: your birds.
Download FarmBookpro from the app store, create your farm,
houses and silos and get started immediately. Record the daily
production data of your batch, for example temperature,
humidity, losses and feed and water consumption, with just
a few clicks.
The only thing you need: your smartphone! Based on the data
you and your staff record, FarmBookpro automatically creates
batch reports and generates a PDF overview you can print out
or email.

The FarmBookpro website displays all data as graphs.
You can easily compare your current values with breeder
recommendations or previous batches. Keeping track of your
production efficiency and all statistical data becomes very
simple, including the required documentation.

Sign up
for free!

FarmBookpro works
with any equipment
and for multiple
houses, locations
and users.

Record your
daily production data
with just a few clicks.
Check and backup all
required values.

Compare
batches, production
efficiency and other
figures – also as graphs
on the FarmBookpro
website.

